Secondary School Art, ALevels, Degrees, Graphic
Designers, Photographer etc
I will collage a Vegas
scene in a Pop Art
Lobo style.

The Warren Park
Art Learning Journey

I will sculpture and create my
own individual Climate crisis
pole.

I will develop my art learning
linking to ICT to create
Popart.

I will learn about pen
drawing and will create a
piece of artwork of an animal
and its habitat.

YEAR

6

They can dye and select
textile materials appropriate
to their work. They can
discuss and compare artists
and designers

I can develop my printing
and collaging to create a
Viking ship.

I have used included
ICT into my
artwork and used
pastels to draw
my background.

I can use papier mâché to
sculpture a Saxon helmet.

I have developed my
painting knowledge
to create a Mountain
acrylic landscape.

I can study Space
and recreate the
Solar System
using marbling
inks to print.

YEAR

5

They create dyed effects. They build
their knowledge of artists and
designers

We have applied our
painting skills to create a
watercolour painting in
the style of Carol Sabo.

I can collage
myself as an
Egyptian.

Children sew fabrics together using
machines or by hand and change
textures to create a twodimensional (2-D) collage.

I will use acrylic to paint a
river.

I will use my knowledge of drawing I will learn a new art skill
rivers and reflections and apply this of wire work and will
when using a new media of oil
have a visit from a
pastels to draw.
museum to create my
own horse sculpture.

I can use
clay to
sculpture
an ancient
Greek Pot.

I can use my
symmetry skills to
help me to draw an
animal.

YEAR

4

I am developing my
drawing skills by
using chalks to
create the Northen
Lights.

I will develop my drawing
skills and, along with using
my creativity, I will create
and draw a Henna pattern.

YEAR

3

Children cut threads and fabrics
with some accuracy and create new
fabric textures using a range of
techniques. They sew with fine
needles to join or decorate fabrics.

We have learnt a new
sculpture technique of
modrock to build a
volcano.
I used a lino print technique
to create a night scene.

I have made my
own paint and
used it to create a
Stone Age cave
painting .

I have learnt
about Roman
Art and
collaged my
own Roman
Mosaic.

I have collaged a scene
from the Great Fire of
London.

I can collage
Antarctica.

I can make a sand
sculpture using pebbles
from the beach.

2

I can print
different animal
patterns.

YEAR

1

I will study
Kenyan Art and
create my own
painting of a
Kenyan scene.

YEAR

I can draw a self
portrait of
myself as a
King/Queen.

I have learnt how to mix
paint and have created a
painting of the four
seasons.

I have designed and
sculptured a hat that I would
wear on the Titanic.

I can draw
a portrait
of Florence
Nightingale.

I have learnt a new skill
called monoprinting
and have printed
insects. I also visited an
Art Museum.

ICT link – I can
use ICT to
create a fossil.

I have studied my first artist,
David Hockney.

I have learnt how to
collage and have create
a picture of a chosen
celebration.

They weave with and through
threads. They are introduced to
the work of artists and designers

I can print using
objects that I can
find outside.

I have learnt to paint a
scene from the inside of a
book.

I will collage my
own pebble art.

I have been introduced to the
different media available and taught
how to use them correctly.

YEAR

R

I have used clay to
sculpture a creature.

I can create a self
portrait drawing of
myself.

ORANGE = COSMIC

